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Information for Parents 
& Pupils 2016/2017 

‘May the respect for each other be the light that guides us’ 
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Admissions Criteria
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St Mary’s College
35 Northland Road, 
Derry~Londonderry, BT48 0AN
e: office@stmarysderry.com
t: (028) 7136 2154
e: office@stmarysderry.com 
www.stmarysderry.com
Principal: Mrs Marie Lindsay
Chairperson of the Board of Governors:  
Mrs Gay Durkan

ADMISSIONS NO. 130    

Voluntary Maintained
Secondary School
Girls
Age Range 11 – 18

Roll:  865
ENROLMENT NO.  825    

Open Day Saturday 14th January 2017.  10.00 am – 1.30 pm
Principal’s Address 10.00 am and 12.45 pm

Respective functions of the board of governors and principal in 
relation to admissions
The Board of Governors draws up the admissions criteria and delegates to an 
Admissions Sub-Committee, which includes the Principal, the responsibility 
for applying these criteria.  Any reference herein to the term the Board of 
Governors includes any Committee or Sub-Committee appointed by the 
Board of Governors for the purposes of applying the Admissions Criteria set 
out herein.

Admissions Criteria 2017-2018
As currently required by the law, priority will be given to pupils normally 
resident in Northern Ireland, before children who normally reside elsewhere.  In 
the event of over-subscription, the following criteria, which was drawn up by 
the Board of Governors of St Mary’s College, will be applied in the order set 
down, to select pupils for Year 8 entry in 2017/18.

1. Pupils whose sister(s), half-sister(s), step sister(s) or foster sister(s) are 
presently or were formerly enrolled at the school. 

2. Pupils who are the only girl or who are the eldest eligible girl in the family, 
who presently reside in the following parishes (in no particular order) who 
have chosen St. Mary’s College as their first preference all ability school.
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 Templemore (St Eugene’s,  St Columba’s Long Tower) 
 Three Patrons (St Patrick’s Pennyburn, St Brigid’s Carnhill, St Joseph’s 

Galliagh)
 Holy Family, Ballymagroarty
 St. Mary’s (Creggan)
 Our Lady of Lourdes (Steelstown) 
 Ardmore
 Culmore
 Faughanvale
 Strathfoyle Strathfoyle/Enagh Lough
 Glendermott/Waterside (St Columb’s Chapel Rd, Immaculate Conception, 

Trench Rd, St Mary’s, Newbuildings) 
 Claudy (Cumber Upper & Learmount)
3. Pupils presently resident in the above named parishes (in no particular 

order) who have chosen St Mary’s College as their first preference all 
ability school.

4. Pupils presently resident in the above named parishes (in no particular 
order).

5. Pupils whose mother was a past pupil of the school.
6. Pupils who are presently resident in other parishes in Northern Ireland.

Sister to be defined as ‘girls who, at the date of their application, have a sister 
of the family, currently or previously enrolled at the school’.
Eldest Child to be defined as ‘children who, at the date of their application, 
are the eldest child of the family to be eligible to apply for admission to the 
school.’
The permitted admission number for Year 8 as determined by the Department 
of Education for the academic year 2017/2018 is 130.
When considering which children should be selected for admission, the Board 
of Governors will only take into account information which is detailed on the 
Transfer Form.  Parents should therefore ensure that all information pertaining 
to their child and relevant to the school’s admissions criteria is stated on the 
Transfer Form.  Examples of such information include the child’s name as 
it appears on the birth certificate, whether the child is the eldest child, has 
sisters attending the school etc.
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In the event of over-subscription in any one criterion when applied in the order 
set, the selection of available places will be carried out using a method of 
random selection.  
The following random selection process will be applied in the event of over 
subscription in any of the criteria listed based on the initial letter of the pupils 
surname as stated on her long birth certificate in the order set out below.

     E W X C Mc H D G F P Mac K U V S M Q T N B A O Y R O’ L I J Z

The order was determined by a random selection of the letters of the alphabet 
witnessed by Board of Governors.  
In the event of surnames beginning with the same initial letter the subsequent 
letters of the surnames will be used in alphabetical order.  In the event of 2 
identical surnames the alphabetical order of the initials of the forenames will 
be used.  
Should two or more applicants have the same surname and forename and 
thereby qualify for the last available place(s) those applicants will be placed in 
rank order of eldest child by date of birth as stated on their birth certificate and 
admitted in this order.
If after this process any applicants still tie for a final place the place(s) will be 
allocated by random computerised selection.
The Board of Governors reserves the right to require such supplementary 
evidence as it may determine to support or verify information on any 
application/transfer form.  All applicants should note that all information within 
an application that qualifies a child for admission will be verified before the 
child is admitted to the College.  The provision of false or incorrect information 
or the failure to provide verifying documents within the deadlines set may 
result in the withdrawal of a place or the inability of the College to offer a 
place.  Original verification documents are required and not facsimiles or 
copies.
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To enable the Board of Governor’s to verify the applicant’s details the following 
documents, in their original form, must be supplied within the timeframe set by 
St Mary’s College following a provisional offer of a place.

1. To verify the applicants name and date of birth: 
• the long version of the applicant’s birth certificate

2. To verify the applicants address any two of the following:
• A current letter awarding Child Benefit or Tax credit in respect of the 

applicant or another letter relating to this benefit 
• The applicant’s Medical Card showing the applicant’s current normal 

place of residence.
• A current bank, post office, Credit Union or Building Society statement 

which shows the address at which the applicant is resident.
• A current utility bill (eg electricity, gas, television licence, telephone) 

which shows the address at which the applicant is resident.
3. To verify (where applicable) that the applicant is the eldest girl:

• A letter awarding Child Benefit to the applicant or another letter 
relating to this benefit or a letter from a member of the  Clergy, a 
Solicitor or the child’s GP 
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Please note that other documents equally capable of verifying your 
information, or other equally capable means of verification, will be considered 
at the discretion of the Board of Governors.  If, therefore, you are unable to 
provide the specific documents listed above then please contact St Mary’s 
College to establish how you can verify your application.
Upon receipt the school will take a copy of your documents but will retain 
this copy only until the admissions procedure (including Appeals Tribunals) is 
complete.
Your provision of these documents is essential if we are to offer your child a 
place at St Mary’s College.  By law, St Mary’s College’s Board of Governors 
has a duty to verify the important information within your child’s application 
in order to ensure that it has applied its admissions criteria correctly and that 
the admissions process is accurate and fair.  The provision of false or incorrect 
information or the failure to provide information within the deadlines set by 
post-primary schools can result in the withdrawal of a place and the inability 
to offer a place on the part of any school nominated on the applicants transfer 
form. 
The school’s policy on the consideration of applications after the Transfer 
Procedure concludes on 19 May 2017 is available directly from the school 
or can be accessed on our school website.  Should a vacancy arise, the 
published criteria will be applied to select pupils from our waiting list.

Procedures for operating a waiting list for admission to year 8 in 
2017/18
The Transfer Process will conclude on 19 May 2017.  St Mary’s College retains 
a waiting list for admissions where a place becomes available outside the 
normal admissions process.
The waiting list will be drawn up in accordance with St Mary’s College 
Admissions Criteria 2017-18 as outlined above.  In the event of a place 
becoming available the pupil at the top of the list will be offered a place.
On 1 September 2017 the waiting list becomes extant and a new waiting list 
will be drawn up consisting only of those who have

• appealed for admission to Year 8 in St Mary’s College in 2017-18 or
• have applied to the Exceptional Circumstances Body for admission in 

2017-18 or
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Year Admissions No. Total 
Applications
All Preferences

Total 
Admissions

2012/2013 135 129 135*

2013/2014 130 174 154*

2014/2015 125 148 127 

2015/2017 130 161 134*

2016/2017 130 141 135*

• have made known that they wish to remain on the waiting list after 1 
September 2018.

The rank order of the new waiting list will follow that laid out in our Admissions 
Criteria 2017-18.  The waiting list will cease to operate after 30 June 2018. 

*includes statemented pupils
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Public Examinations 2015/2016
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Public Examination Results
2015/2016

Year 12 Pupils
No. of pupils on roll  in Year 12 on 17th Oct 2015 = 126
No. of these with a statement of Special Educational Needs = 7

Subject No. 
Ent

 Percentage Achieving Grades Total 
Number

 A* A B C D E F G U % 
A*-C

% 
A*-G

Art 25 0.0% 44.0% 32.0% 24.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 100%

Additional 
Sci

47 0.0% 2.1% 27.7% 51.1% 12.8% 4.2% 2.1% 0.0% 0.0% 80.9% 100%

Business 34 2.9% 20.6% 35.3% 35.3% 2.9% 0.0% 2.9% 0.0% 0.0% 94.1% 100%

English 115 0.0% 7.0% 22.6% 45.2% 20.0% 3.5% 1.7% 0.0% 0.0% 74.8% 100%

Eng Lit 41 0.0% 12.2% 39.0% 31.7% 12.2% 4.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 82.9% 100%

Geography 20 5.0% 20.0% 35.0% 30.0% 10.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 90.0% 100%

Health 
+Social Care

39 15.4% 7.7% 28.2% 48.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 100%

History 21 9.5% 4.8% 33.3% 38.1% 14.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 85.7% 100%

Child Dev 28 0.0% 0.0% 46.4% 35.7% 14.3% 3.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 82.1% 100%

IT (Double) 20 5.0% 30.0% 52.5% 12.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 100%

LLW 37 0.0% 16.2% 48.6% 32.4% 0.0% 2.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 97.3% 100%

Mathematics 115 0.0% 0.9% 7.0% 66.1% 7.8% 10.4% 1.7% 1.7% 3.5% 73.9% 96.5%

Music 15 6.7% 0.0% 60.0% 33.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 100%

Physical Ed 10 0.0% 10.0% 40.0% 30.0% 20.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 80.0% 100%

Religion 26 0.0% 19.2% 42.3% 26.9% 7.7% 3.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 88.5% 100%

Science SA 98 0.0% 3.1% 20.4% 43.9% 26.5% 5.1% 1.0% 0.0% 0.0% 67.4% 100%

Irish 6 16.7% 0.0% 83.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100% 100%

Technology 22 0.0% 13.6% 36.4% 36.4% 13.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 82.4% 100%
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GCSE results overall
% Entered 
for 5 or more 
subjects

% Entered 
for 1-4 
subjects

 % Achieving Grades A*-C % Achieving 
Grades A*-G

%Achieving 
no Grades 
A*-G

5 or more 5 incl Eng 
& Math

1 - 4 5 or more 1-4 0

100% 0% 95% 64% 100%    99% 100%        0%

GCSE results
Other Level 2 Qualifications

Name of Awarding 
Body

Qualifications No 
Entered

% Pass or Higher

Pearson Edexel BTEC Extended Cert. in Applied 
Science

27 78%

Pearson Edexel BTEC Extended Cert in IT 12 100%

Pearson Edexel BTEC Extended Cert in Health & 
Social Care

21 100%

CEA Occupational Studies 3 100%

CEA Certificate in Preparation for 
Adult Life

2 100%

ASDAN Key Skills 52 100%

ASDAN CoPE 50 100%

Princes Trust Award in Personal Development 
& Employability

11 100%

A Level results overall

A Level Percentage of these pupils achieving
Number of pupils entered 
in Final year

3 or more passes at Grades 
A - C

2 or more passes 
at Grades A - E

1 or more passes at 
Grades A - E

87 46% 99% 100%
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Other Qualifications
Name of Awarding 
Body

Qualifications No 
Entered

% Pass or Higher

Edexel BTEC Health & Social Care (Double 
Award)

12 83%

Edexel BTEC Applied Science (Single Award) 10 100%

Edexel BTEC Applied IT (Single Award) 13 100%

Edexel BTEC Performing Arts (Single Award) 1 100%

Edexel BTEC Childrens Learning & 
Development (Double Award)

12 79.2%

Subject No. 
Ent

 Percentage Achieving Grades Total 
Number

 A* A B C D E U % A*-E

Art & Design 7 14.3% 71.4% 0.0% 14.3% 0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Applied Bus. Studies 12 25.0% 16.7% 41.7% 16.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Biology 2 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Technology & Design 7 0.0% 14.3% 14.3% 71.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Applied Engineering 8 0.0% 0.0% 25.0% 12.5% 62.5% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Geography 9 0.0% 0.0% 22.2% 33.3% 33.3% 11.1% 0.0% 100.0%

Health & Social Care 26 0.0% 11.5% 46.2% 34.6% 7.7% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Maths 3 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 33.3% 33.3% 33.3% 0.0% 100.0%

History 16 0.0% 12.5% 31.3% 25.0% 18.8% 12.5% 0.0% 100.0%

Persian 1 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Moving Image Art 7 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 57.1% 42.9% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Applied IT 15 0.0% 20.0% 53.3% 26.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Spanish 2 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Music 7 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 66.7% 33.3% 0.0% 100.0%

Politics 9 0.0% 11.1% 22.2% 11.1% 11.1% 22.2% 22.2% 77.8%

Religious St 6 0.0% 16.7% 50.0% 33.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Applied Science DA 12 0.0% 12.5% 29.2% 54.2% 4.2% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Technology 22 0.0% 13.6% 36.4% 36.4% 13.6% 0.0% 0.0% 82.4%

A Level results
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Key Stage 3 results

A Level % pupils achieving Level 5 or 
above

% pupils achieving Level 6 or 
above

English 83 23

Maths 75 38

Trend Data for GCSE & A Level

2012 /2013 2013/2014 2014/2015 2015/16
School NI 

Average
School NI 

Average
School NI 

Average
School NI 

Average

% Achieving 5+ 
GCSEs at Grades 
A*-C (or equivalent)

90% 80% 93% 78% 78% 83% 95% N/A

% Achieving 2+ A 
Levels at Grades 
A-E (or equivalent)

100% 98% 100% 98% 96% 98% 98% N/A

Pupil Attendance 2015 – 2016: 92%
Destination of Leavers 2015 – 2016

Year 12 Year 13 Year 13

Entered Higher Education 0 0 49

Entered Further Education 22 5 29

Entered Jobskills 8 6 0

Entered Employment 0 1 5

Seeking Employment 0 2 5

Transferred to Another School 2 4 0

None of the Above 2 3 6

Total 34 21 94
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Anti-Bullying Policy
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Anti-Bullying Policy Reviewed November 2016

The staff of St Mary’s College recognises and accept that any form of bullying 
is an unacceptable form of behaviour. It can have a serious impact on the 
mental and physical wellbeing of those involved. It is destructive in that it 
interferes with the education of pupils and also effects parents and staff.  As 
a school community we must ensure that our school is a safe and secure 
learning environment for every individual pupil, that every pupil feels safe and 
secure. 

(1) Purpose

The purpose of this policy is to raise awareness of the issue and strategies 
used to combat bullying within the school community and with parents.
The term bullying refers to a range of harmful behaviour, both physical and 
psychological.  All bullying behaviour usually has the following four features:

- It is repetitive and persistent
- It is intentionally harmful
- It involves an imbalance of power, leaving someone feeling helpless to 

prevent it or put a stop to it.
- It causes distress.

Definition 
Northern Ireland Anti Bullying Forum (NIABF) defines bullying as the repeated 
use of power by one or more persons intentionally to hurt, harm or adversely 
affect the rights and needs of another or others.
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Working in Partnership with Parents
We respect the right of parents/carers to speak with school staff if they believe 
their child is being bullied
School staff and parents/carers come together on bullying issues as a result 
of:

- Parents/carers participating in the development of the school’s Bullying 
Prevention policy.

- Parents/carers expressing concern about their child’s involvement in a 
bullying incident/situation, usually as the target.  

- The school requesting a meeting with parent/carers regarding a bullying 
incident/situation. 

(2) Processes

Responding to a Bullying Concern
Staff should adopt a positive mind set when responding to bullying concerns.
All staff are prepared with options on how to respond to incidents of bullying 
in a planned, deliberate and positive way.  Confronting pupils who have bullied 
requires a high amount of self-control as well as preparation to know what to 
say and do.  The following are important factors when managing a bullying 
situation.

> Be Calm: It is important to be clear thinking and emotionally in control.
> Be Positive: Have in mind the importance of maintaining a positive 

relationship with the pupil.  A pupil is much more likely to modify her 
behaviour if she perceives that a teacher cares.

> Be Assertive: Staff should directly and clearly express their thoughts, 
feelings and expectations concerning the need for the pupil to not only stop 
bullying, but also make restitution with the child who has been bullied.
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> Be Confident: It is important to trust that you will be successful in 
implementing practices that can have an impact on the pupil’s future 
behaviour.  It is always helpful to focus on the behaviour, not the pupil.

> Ensure that the specific behaviour is in fact bullying behaviour which 
conforms to the school’s agreed definition of bullying as identified in the 
school’s current anti-bullying policy.

> Assess the situation and its severity level.  Determine the appropriate 
level of response required to manage the situation effectively.

> Once the Incident Level has been determined, select one or more 
responses from the appropriate column(s)

To determine level of severity, staff should take account of the following:
> The nature of the bullying behaviour – for example deliberate teasing, 

excluding or hitting.  There is a tendency among those who have a duty 
of care to rate some bullying, particularly violence, as more serious 
than other subtle forms.  This can be a dangerous mistake and leave us 
vulnerable to ignoring “teasing” or “exclusion”, which will be dealt with if 
persistent. 

> The frequency of the bullying behaviour: daily, weekly or less often.
> The duration of the bullying behaviour: whether over a short or prolonged 

period of time.
> The perceptions of the target – The seriousness of bullying can only be 

measured by the degree of distress suffered by the target.  “It can be 
defined as bullying only by measuring the effects the acts have on the 
vulnerable child”
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When children and young people are involved in incidents of bullying, adults 
are required to intervene.  In practice there is a wide range of possible 
interventions available and there are significant differences in these in terms of 
the purpose of the intervention and the needs being address.
In selecting an intervention we should take account of:

- The level of severity, using this as a guide to select appropriate 
intervention(s)

- The legal status of the act (e.g. assault)
- The age and ability of those involved.
- Whether an individual pupil or a group is involved.
- The level of staff agreement, confidence and competence in adopting a 

restorative, behaviour changing approach.
- The agreement and support of the parents/carers in adopting a 

restorative, behaviour changing approach.
- Whether the pupil(s) displaying bullying behaviour acknowledge(s) the 

unacceptable behaviour and can be enabled to feel empathy for the 
targeted pupil, and act appropriately.

- The willingness to engage in a group intervention such as the Support 
Group Method. 

- Whether it is realistic to expect that the targeted pupil can be 
strengthened adequately to deal with the situation.

- Whether or not the target has acted provocatively. 

(3) Appropriate Interventions
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Level 1 Intervention – Low Level Bullying Behaviour
Interventions at Level 1 are to help individuals to recognise/reflect on their 
unacceptable behaviour and to “get them back on track” while listening to and 
supporting/strengthening the target pupil(s). NEVER ignore low level bullying 
behaviour.
Staff Should:

- Explain the inappropriateness of the behaviour in line with the school’s 
values.

- Identify possible consequences if the bullying behaviour continues.
- Point out the level of distress experienced by the targeted pupil
- Talk with the targeted pupil to explore whether she has in any way 

provoked the bullying behaviour.
- Help the targeted pupil to identify ways in which she may be strengthened 

and supported (e.g. peer support)
- Encourage reparation to be made, if appropriate
- Monitor the situation carefully
- Be prepared to intervene with a higher response level if the situation 

persists or deteriorates.

(4) Understanding the Levels of 
Intervention 
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Level 2 Interventions – Intermediate Level Bullying Behaviour
While interventions at Level 2 involve continuing with the above, there is shift 
from individual support to group interventions.  To be effective small group 
work needs:

- The consent and involvement of the targeted pupil.
- To be planned and timetabled, session length dependent on age and 

ability.
- Parental/carer consent and agreement from participating pupils.
- Carefully selected group membership.
- To take place in a suitable and comfortable environment.
- To be uninterrupted.
- To be facilitated in a positive manner, ideally by two adults whose roles 

may alternate allowing one to participate and one to observe.
- Structured and focused activities using active learning approaches to 

stimulate discussion and debate amongst members and develop group 
identity.

- Decision and outcomes to be agreed and recorded (e.g. on a flipchart)
- To facilitate the development of empathy amongst pupils.
- A solution focused approach to the situation.
- To provide opportunities for pupils to take responsibility
- Regular meetings of the group
- Regular meetings with the targeted pupil to assess ongoing effectiveness 

of agreed actions.
- To ensure regular feedback is given on agreed actions.
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Level 3 Interventions – Complex Bullying Behaviour
Interventions at Level 3 will often involve the Pastoral Coordinator, SENCO, 
and other senior managers, in collaboration with pupil(s) and parents to 
determine the way forward in affecting change.  Schools may use their 
individual Risk Assessment procedures which will determine a plan of 
intervention and risk management that will be communicated to all.
This planning may occur through a multi-agency discussion, involving ELB/
ESA service and other external support agencies.  The manner in which 
teachers and others are involved in planning and how they are kept informed 
about the implementation of the plans will vary.
Bullying at this level often involves complex group dynamics, where a number 
of roles are evident, such as those displaying bullying behaviour, bystanders 
and targeted pupils.  Consequently interventions may require one-to-one 
meetings, small group work and whole class involvement.  These will often 
require group interventions as discussed in Level 2 and/or the PIKAS Method 
of Shared Concern, along with individual support and strength building 
programmes.

Level 4 Interventions – High Risk Bullying Behaviour
Bullying behaviours assessed at Level 4 are severe and involve a significant 
threat to the safety and welfare of any or all of the pupils involved.  Such 
severe bullying concerns may be new or may have proved resistant to earlier 
school interventions and have now been assessed as high risk.  Incidents at 
this level must be assessed in relation to the risk posed to any/all of the pupils 
involved.  As such, the school’s Child Safeguarding Procedures will need to be 
invoked.  Advice and support will be available to schools through the ELB/ESA 
Child Protection Support Services.
In addition to safeguarding procedures and practices including referral to 
external support services, the school’s interventions at Level 4 should continue 
to implement interventions detailed in Level 3 as appropriate.

Bullying Prevention Policy Monitoring and Review
This policy will be reviewed as part of the policy review cycle. The policy is 
supported by the Learning for Behaviour Policy and the Pastoral care Policy.
Review Date: November 2017.  
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St Mary’s College             
35 Northland Road, Derry, Northern Ireland, BT48 0AN
e: office@stmarysderry.com
t: (028) 7136 2154
www.stmarysderry.com
@stmarysderry 
/stmarysderry

“A community of Learners guided by 
God, growing in faith learning for Life 
and aiming for excellence”


